Room Configurations

All rooms must be in a standard configuration. This allows for a faster room check and a consistent set up. Students were requested to leave their rooms in the following configurations at the end of the year. If a room is not in this configuration it needs to be reset to the configuration.

Moore Hall

Moore— the top of the metal bed frame should be flush with the top of the middle board of the wooden bed end (holes down).

*Hands Down!* 

Hale, Morton, and Brentano

Morton, Brentano, and Hale – the bottom of the metal bed frame should be flush with the bottom of the middle board of the wooden bed end (holes down).  

*Hands Up!*
**Schroeder and Powell Hall**

**North Hall**

North— the top of the metal bed frame should be flush with the top of the middle board of the wooden bed end (holes down).

*Hands Down!*